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Nowadays, about one thousand proteolytic enzymes are isolated and purified from different organisms. 
According to the catalytic mechanism, the structure of the active center and their tertiary structure, 
proteases are divided into four main groups – aspartic peptidases, metallopeptidases, cysteine and se-
rine peptidases. Most of them not only perform various physiological functions but are also involved in 
pathogenic mechanisms of different diseases. The aim of the present mini-review is to outline the main 
groups of proteases and individual enzymes typically used as biomarkers for tumor diseases as well as 
to designate certain enzymes that are promising for future application in oncology.
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General

In principle, an enzyme can be nominated as biomarker for a disease in case its expres-
sion and/or activity levels are different (higher or lower) in pathologically altered tissues in 
comparison to those in healthy tissues. In such cases, the enzyme levels might be used for 
diagnostic and/or prognostic purposes. On the other hand, an enzyme can be defined as a 
target for therapy, if it has been proven beyond any doubt (in experimental model systems) 
that restoration of its normal levels can slow down or even reverse the pathological process, 
i.e. it can improve the patient’s condition. Therapeutic agents can be:

– At higher enzyme levels – specifi c enzyme inhibitors or antibodies, small inter-At higher enzyme levels – specific enzyme inhibitors or antibodies, small inter-
fering RNA, or other suppressive agents;

– At lower enzyme levels – specific activators, the enzyme itself or its encoding DNA.
The use of proteases as biological markers has long been controversial. The main 

objection has been related to the low specificity of those enzymes. For example, if a 
peptidase hydrolyzes a single amino acid (AA) from N- or C-terminal of peptides, usu-
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